Two-Photon Polymerization enables fabrication of two and three dimensional polymer structures. For structuring, a highly cross-linking acrylate monomer is mixed with a photo-initiator. Using femtosecond IR light as an excitation source, feature sizes down to 100 nm can be achieved. Applying stimulated emission depletion (STED) reduces the feature size even further [1, 2] . Recently, our group developed functional polymer structures below the diffraction limit by mixing metal oxo clusters into the acrylate-based photoresist [3] .
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Moreover, orthogonal functionalization of structures with different reactive groups can be achieved by using two acrylate-based resins containing monomers with different types of reactive groups, namely mercapto-and carboxylate groups. The reactivity of the polymerized two and three dimensional structures was proven by covalent labeling with two different fluorophores. Using STED lithography enables writing chemically functionalized structures with line widths below 60 nm [4] .
Further, we were able to show a covalent binding of proteins. In particular, chemically reactive nitrilotriacetic acid (NTA) molecules were attached to the structures and subsequently incubated with hexahistidine tagged green fluorescent proteins (eGFP-H6). The selectively bound GFPs remain fluorescent, indicating the activity of the protein. Unreactive acrylate microstructures do not exhibit any fluorescence after similar treatment. 
